MERCURY DROP CALL NUMBER PROGRAMMING.
When using the Mercury for Dropped call Gate or Door operation there are now 3 methods of
Programming the drop call number into the Mercury.
1.
Any Cell Phone dialling the Mercury must have its Caller Line Identity switched on.
If the Mercury does not recognise the number calling then it will answer the call and the
Calling cell phone can then enter a 4 digit password. If the password is correct the Mercury
will drop the call and open the gate etc. The Caller must END the Call.
The Calling number will then be added to the drop call list and any future calls to the Mercury
will be dropped and the gate will open.
The Password can be changed by sending the Mercury the following SMS.
#xxxx;#yyyy where xxxx is the old password and yyyy the new password. Only use numbers.
The default password is 4321
2.
The Mercury will on receipt of an SMS Command start to log / Record all numbers calling it and if
connected to a gate it will answer the call and open the gate. The Caller must END the call.
All these numbers will then be stored in the Mercury.
The command is to start recording is #xxxxD1 Where xxxx is the password programmed into the
Mercury.
The Mercury will stop Recording the numbers when it sends a 24 hour test or on receipt of the SMS
command to stop recording.
The command to stop recording is #xxxxD0
3.
The Third method is as follows. Up to 6 Numbers can be programmed into the Mercury at a Time. To
do this yourself please use the following Format of an SMS and send to the Mercury.
#xxxxaddnum"+27831234567" for 1 number
or #xxxxaddnum"+27831234567;+27831234567;+27821234567" please note the " at the beginning
and end of the numbers and also do not add a ; at the end of the last number.
To delete a number or numbers use below.
#xxxxdelnum"+27831234567" for 1 number
or #xxxxdelnum"+27831234567;+27831234567;+27821234567" please note the " at the beginning
and end of the numbers and also do not add a ; at the end of the last number.
xxxx is the password set.

To obtain the balance on a prepaid SIM card send the mercury the following SMS.
#xxxxZ

